










1.front top plate 2.Hinge plate  3.Mounting plate   

5.sealing strip  

 

  

10.screw 
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6.Screw cap
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7.Display small fixing plate 8.screw

9.screw 11.screw 12.bolt driver
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Fix the side of hinges with 2 screws(one screw
to fix the first hinge, the other screw to fix the
fourth hinge), after installing the cabinet door ,
insert other screws into the screw holes on the
hinge,then tighten the screws.    

Fix the lower bottom feet to cabinet with screws.
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Pass the power cord through the hole on the back of the cabinet. If the power socket is inside cabinet, firstly
plug the power plug into socket then put the refrigerator inside cabinet

Move the refrigerator into cabinet, adjust the refrigerator position in fore-and-aft direction to ensure the front
of hinge fixing plate is leveled with cabinet. 

CAUTION

Do not squeeze the power cord. A broken power cord may lead to fire disaster. 



Loosen cap screws, then remove the mounting plate.

The cap screw 

The cap screw 

Mounting plate
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The steps to install the upper cabinet door

Measure the distance between upper mounting plate of refrigerator compartment door and top/left of 
cabinet and record the position.

cabinetbody

Mounting plate



The procedure of installing the cabinet door to freezer compartment door is the same with the 
procedure of installing the cabinet door to refrigerator compartment door .

Tuck the sealing strip into the gap between refrigerator and cabinet.

Fix the refrigerator door to cabinet door with lower mounting plate.
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The refrigerator door

cabinet shutter

bolt driver

plate to cabinet door with screws.

Fix the cabinet door to refrigerator compartment door with mounting plate, then tighten the screws ( please
do not overtighten the screws      because the screws need     to be loosened later).    

cabinet shutter

Mounting plate
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1. Loosen the screws slightly , then adjust the depth( Z) and tighten the screw.

.

adjust the depth

cabinetdoor

srew

2. Affter adjusting the horizontal position of refrigerator cabinet door fix the lower fixing pate refrigerator door
with screws. 
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Press 3 seconds the indicator goes
on( the refrigerator
starts running)

press 3 seconds agai nt he indicator goes
off( the refrigerator
stops running)
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The refrigerator door

cabinet shutter

bolt driver
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